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    		Hawk DLX 250 EFI Fuel Injection Motorcycle with 5-speed Manual Transmission and Electric/kick Start! Big 21"/18" Wheels! DOT Approved Street Legal! Free Shipping!
[DB-W016]	$2,299.95 $1,949.95
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		Reviewer	Product Review
	Toreanno M

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	03/30/2024
	My 2023 uber eats hawk dlx 250 efi

I do uber eats everyday the bike is fast enough to get to the highway before the traffic but the traffic is faster once your on the highway. You still do the speed limit and above 50 but cruising speeds without abuse on the motor is around 50mph.i go 20 miles at 50mph and I got up to 70mph going down a hill. This bike sounds amazing and it is comfortable and easy on gas and big. Im having so much fun. And i saved so much money. I wanted a 250cc from famous name brands but i chose to pay half the price and get this bike and flex with the money i saved. This bike was and is and will be worth every dollar. The only thing i didnt like is having to have a friend help me put the front tire on and lift the back to put the shock into place. I wanted to do it myself lol but Once you put the front tire on and connect the back shock your done asking your friends for help and you can sit there and do the rest yourself. . I am writing this review after 700miles of complete joy. Thank you for this bike. I am going to take care of it and make it make it ðŸ™�ðŸ�¼ðŸ™�ðŸ�¼                                        
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	lori M

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	06/04/2021
	Got this for my dad. Heâ€™s a major Harley guy and couldnâ€™t afford one at the moment, plus he wanted a bike he could take off road. This one is fire. They sent two left mirrors for it but quickly replaced it when we mentioned it. This is a great buy.                                        


                     6 people found this helpful
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	Ashley L

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	04/22/2021
	I had this bike for a couple of months with 300 miles on with no problems what so ever I registered the bike successfully in my state . It goes about 65 mph in 5th gear on a flat highway but I weigh 165 lbs and 6ft tall I recently regeared the bike to make top speed faster i put a 45 tooth on the rear and 17 tooth on the front along with a performance spark plug and that got it up to 75 mph the bike is cruising smoothly at that speed without the engine yelling at me I have plenty of torque for off roading still .. I love this bike and Iâ€™ll be looking forward for many more miles to come with this bike                                        


                     4 people found this helpful
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	wayne E

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	04/09/2021
	Pretty amazing for a 2k enduro bike. Only have just over 200 miles on it but itâ€™s already been threw some swamps and some pretty tough wooded terrain. Only time will tell how itâ€™ll hold up but for now you just canâ€™t beat the price for a brand new dirt bike.                                        


                     4 people found this helpful
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	Monica N

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	03/30/2021
	This bike was very well priced. It's mostly assembled only few things to put on. I would really change oil in it soon as u buy one because oil is very thin. Overall the bike is great so far got couple hundred miles on it with no problems.                                        


                     4 people found this helpful
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	Kristina B

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	03/18/2021
	Bike was mint with only the tiniest of birthmark. All bolts were right aside from a few. No leak from gas tank. chain is a little tight. Amazing bike!!!!                                        


                     4 people found this helpful
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	chris F

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	01/15/2021
	You can't beat this bike for the money! It arrived in good shape except for small scratches and a broken reflector. It was fairly simple to put together, but I would not suggest this bike if you are not mechanically inclined. I was surprised at the quality as it was definitely better than I expected. I haven't had a chance to ride it much because I'm in PA and it's cold right now, but it starts right up every time and the 12 miles I've put on it were enjoyable. I had no problems getting a plate for it in PA.                                        


                     4 people found this helpful
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	Naomi R

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	11/08/2020
	The bike is great had no issues putting it together nor when it came to the 1st start up, and it runs smooth. For what you pay for it meets and might surpass ur expectations.                                        


                     6 people found this helpful
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	Deborah P

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	10/20/2020
	Like I said in the title, you are not buying a Japanese bike. Keep in mind when buying that it is a cheaper build. That being said, I am super happy with it. I run a private yacht for a living and needed something light, cheap, and more powerful than a 50cc to get around at our destinations. Easily pick it up with the davit and put it on the boat deck. Packaging was nice and very few scuffs. All I did before riding was oil change (Rotella T5 15w-40), spark plug change to a NGK plug, changed front and rear sprockets to 17/45 (JT Sprockets), and put Loctite on as many bolts as I could. Again, super happy with the purchase and if you are looking for a cheap, easy to work on bike, this is it!                                        


                     6 people found this helpful
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	Avis R

		  	                                         Verified Purchase

		  	                                         		[image: 5 of 5 Stars!]	09/20/2020
	Been wanting to get one of these for some time. It arrived within 10 days of placing the order with powersportsmax. Make sure you send a message to the seller as soon as the order is placed with the order number and give them your physical shipping address and a phone number for the freight carrier to use. You must be present to sign for the order and the driver that delivers mine helped me unbox and inspect because there was a distinct impact on the front of the box with a fist size hole. Even tho the shrink wrap looked as if the damage was after it was secured to the pallett and wrapped. See attached photos. It looked OK and I signed for it. It realistically took me about two and a half hours of time to put together. Most of what was in the assembly video link they sent me was already done. Rear brakes were fine, had to bleed the front tho. Other than that all went great. I did however discover the lenz to the speedo/instrument cluster assy was broken, I took photos and message to powersportsmax, got a reply within a few hours that my request was forward to their parts department. Next day had a message from powersportsmax with a fedex tracking number shipping my part from Ricky Power Sports, LLC Carrollton, TX. Speedo arrived 3 days later on a Saturday. Now I am just waiting on the OEM paperwork so I can register the bike and be able to ride it on the road (legally). I will also update the riding experience at that point too. With all the youtube videos on this I really don't know how much I can add to that, but will still update my rating depending on how well the paperwork aspect of this ordeal goes. Stay tuned!!!                                        
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	DB-W016
 Average Rating:
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What customer said:
My 2023 uber eats hawk dlx 250 efi
I do uber eats everyday the bike is fast enough to get to the highway before the traffic but the traffic is faster ..
Read all Reviews
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	[image: X-PRO<sup>Â®</sup> Youth Motocross Off-Road Helmet - Red Free Shipping!]
X-PROÂ® Youth Motocross Off-Road Helmet - Red Free Shipping!
$49.95 $59.95
[image: Buy Now]
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X-PROÂ® Motorcycle Full Face Helmet, DOT Approved Adult Helmet - Blue Free Shipping!
$49.95 $69.95
[image: Buy Now]
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X-PROÂ® Red Open Face Motorcycle Helmet, Adult Helmet, DOT Approved Helmet - Red Free Shipping!
$39.95 $55.95
[image: Buy Now]
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